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Apparel and Artificial Intelligence? 
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Who am I? 
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Who are you? 

  



HELPING CUSTOMERS 

UNDERSTAND PRODUCT 

REVIEWS 

Our Task: 



Surfacing Relevant Review Content is Key 

 

Visitors need to understand content in reviews to make informed 
choices, but there are often far too many reviews to sift through. 

 

How can we help customers discover the most relevant 
information in a way that answers questions they may have 
about the product? 
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Users Have Feedback 
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How could we make this 

better? 

  



WHAT IS NATURAL 
LANGUAGE PROCESSING? 



Our NLP Toolkit 

1. Word Counts: What words and phrases show up more often 
than you’d expect? (Topic modeling?) 

2. Word Vectors: What concepts show up more often than you’d 
expect? 

3. BERT and Attention: What parts of reviews are most helpful 
in predicting review scores 
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CUSTOM WORD VECTORS 



Word Vectors 

“You shall know a word by the company it keeps” – John Firth,  

1957 

 

Words like “baggy” and “loose” occur in the same 
contexts, while words like “baggy” and “cat” don’t! 

 

Can we assign words to representations that 
encode this information about which words  
co-appear? 
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Word Vectors Explained 
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Challenges with Public Data 

Using public data for user generated content is tricky! 

 

1. Misspellings 

2. Reviews have different tone / register from news articles 

3. Domain-specific vocabulary 
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CUSTOM WORD VECTORS 

Model 

• Collect all review text 

• Build Levi’s-specific custom model 

Apply 

• Find descriptive phrases in product reviews (POS tagging) 

• Combine phrases with similar meanings (per our model) 

Display 

• If enough review content: display top phrase groups 

• If not enough: display representative reviews 
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Developing Custom Vectors 

Internal development dashboard / Slackbot 
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Developing Custom Vectors: UI 

UX development / Consumer Testing 
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Mocks of different versions of UI and ML functionality 

were created by UX team; these design each address 

UI issues while giving us better results and more  

control over content shown to users. 

 

Different variations of design and display elements 

were shown to groups by Consumer Insights 



What we Covered 
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Current State 

Users have difficulty finding 
relevant information about 
products. Current vendor solution 
faces some problems from a UI- 
and ML-perspective. 

Proposed Solution 

Use custom word embeddings to 
find the top concepts that show 
up in reviews, and present these 
to site visitors. 

Future State 

Continue to refine this model 
with more review content and 
user behavior. Leverage state-of-
the-art NLP techniques such as 
BERT attention models to find key 
parts of reviews. 
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Open 

Q&A 

  



APPENDIX: TUNED BERT 
VECTORS 



BERT! 
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State of the art word embedding approaches make use of the 

context of the word in the sentence it’s used in and are trained 

in “deep” neural networks on far more data.  



TUNED BERT! 

Using BERT, tuned on our own data, will give us far more accurate 
word vectors. 

 

Even more interestingly, BERT is built from stacked “transformers”, 
which are layers in neural networks that learn by way ”attention” – 
each input word is learned in relation to the other words in the 
sentence, and we wind up learning which words are most relevant to 
the network’s task. 
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TUNED BERT! 

We can use the attention outputs to find the most relevant parts of 
reviews! 
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